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Top 10 holdings (%)

Microsoft Corporation 6.85
NVIDIA Corporation 6.34
Apple Inc. 6.26
Amazon.com, Inc. 3.64
Meta Platforms Inc Class A 2.27
Alphabet Inc. Class A 2.20
Alphabet Inc. Class C 1.86
Eli Lilly and Company 1.58
Berkshire Hathaway Inc.  
Class B

1.56

Broadcom Inc. 1.43
Total % of portfolio 33.98

Snapshot

Ticker SEECX
Inception date 10/1/2004
Prospectus dated 8/28/2023
Prospectus  
expense ratio

0.61%

Primary benchmark S&P 500 Index

Markets and performance
Equity markets were mixed for the second quarter following a strong start to the year. 
Large cap names continued to perform positively after a tough start to the quarter, 
propelled by the AI gold rush and slightly moderating inflation. NVIDIA Corp.  
(6.32% of total net assets) continued its meteoric rise driving both the technology 
sector and broad market return, while industrials and financials were the largest 
negative performers for the quarter. For the period, Steward Values-Focused Large 
Cap Enhanced Index Fund returned 3.68% versus the S&P 500 Index return of 4.28%.

Positive and negative contributors to performance
The fund implements a strategy to upweight companies that score at the top  
of its values-focused composite rankings. At quarter-end, the fund upweighted  
62 companies by 10 basis points (bps) each, which is six less names than the  
prior quarter. The decrease is due to the aggregate weight of excluded names 
shrinking by 60 bps.

The performance of the fund can also be affected by its values-based exclusionary 
screening policies. For the quarter, the impact of the values-based exclusionary 
screening marginally contributed to relative fund performance, adding 6 bps. On the 
positive side, healthcare names that performed negatively benefited the portfolio. 
Johnson and Johnson (-6.82%), Merck (-5.59%), AbbVie (-4.96%) and Bristol-Myers 
Squibb (-22.31%) collectively added 10 bps of relative performance. All four of these 
names cannot be held due to participation in embryonic stem cell research.

Conversely, Philip Morris (12.02%), Vertex Pharmaceuticals (12.13%) and Regeneron 
Pharmaceuticals (9.20%) all had strong quarters that detracted 9 bps of relative 
performance. Philip Morris cannot be held due to participation in tobacco production, 
while Vertex and Regeneron are removed for participation in embryonic stem cell 
research.

Looking ahead
Economic uncertainty has begun to creep into the conversation, with many of the 
latest releases pointing to slowing momentum. Unemployment claims are at their 
highest point in almost a year while the latest retail sales numbers came in far weaker 
than estimates. Consumer sentiment also surprised the market negatively against 
expectations for improvement. Market breadth continues to be exceptionally narrow, 
with the cap-weighted S&P 500 beating the equal-weighted S&P 500 by more than 
10% year-to-date. We expect near-term choppiness as the market looks for the  
Fed’s next move and continues to watch the AI narrative play out.



Index returns shown assume the reinvestment of all dividends and distributions. An investment cannot be made directly in an index.  
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Investment return and principal value will fluctuate so that shares, when redeemed,  
may be worth more or less than their original cost. The fund’s current performance may be lower or higher than quoted. Before investing  
in a mutual fund, you should read the fund’s prospectus carefully and consider the fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses.  
The prospectus contains this and other information about the fund. To obtain fund performance as of the most recent month-end or to obtain  
a copy of the Steward Funds’ prospectus free of charge, call Crossmark Distributors at 888-845-6910.

Performance (%) Quarter YTD 1-year 3-year 5-year 10-year Since inception

Steward Values-Focused  
Large Cap Enhanced Index Fund (SEECX)

3.68 14.23 23.15 9.36 13.33 11.01 10.08

S&P 500 Index 4.28 15.29 24.56 10.01 15.05 12.86 10.45

Our firm

Crossmark Global Investments is a faith-based firm that creates and manages values-based investment strategies 
for financial intermediaries and their clients. Founded over 35 years ago, the firm has a rich history of inspiring and 
equipping its clients to go further in aligning their investments with their values. Crossmark is based in Houston, Texas. 
For more information, visit crossmarkglobal.com.

Contact a member of our Advisor Solutions Team
advisorsolutions@crossmarkglobal.com | 888-845-6910

The Steward Funds are distributed by Crossmark Distributors, Inc., member FINRA. Crossmark Distributors is an affiliate of Crossmark Global 
Investments, Inc., the Steward Funds’ investment adviser. Crossmark Global Investments is an investment adviser registered with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission that provides discretionary investment management services to mutual funds, institutions, and individual clients.
 The fund may not achieve its objective if the managers’ expectations regarding particular securities or markets are not met. Equity investments 
generally involve two principal risks—market risk and selection risk. The value of equity securities will rise and fall in response to general market and/or 
economic conditions (equity market risk). The value of any individual equity security will rise and fall in response to the market’s perception of the issuer’s 
revenues, earnings, balance sheet, credit worthiness, business plan, and overall perception of the viability of the issuer’s business (selection risk).
 The fund’s values-based screening policies exclude certain securities issuers from the universe of otherwise available investments. As a result, the 
fund may not achieve the same level of performance as it otherwise would have in the absence of the screening process. If the fund has invested in a 
company that is later discovered to be in violation of one or more screening criteria and liquidation of an investment in that company is required, selling 
the securities at issue could result in a loss to the fund. Further, the fund’s values-based screening policies may prevent the fund from participating in an 
otherwise suitable investment opportunity.
 Information and recommendations contained in market commentaries and writings are of a general nature and are not intended to be construed as 
investment, tax or legal advice. These materials reflect the opinion of Crossmark on the date of production and are subject to change at any time without 
notice. Where data is presented that was prepared by third parties, the source of the data will be cited, and we have determined these sources to be 
generally reliable. However, Crossmark does not warrant the accuracy of the information presented.
 The S&P 500 Index is a product of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC or its affiliates (“SPDJI”), and has been licensed for use by Crossmark Global Investments. 
Standard & Poor’s® and S&P® are registered trademarks of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC (“S&P”) and Dow Jones® is a registered trademark 
of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings LLC (“Dow Jones”). The trademarks have been licensed to SPDJI and have been sublicensed for use for certain purposes 
by Crossmark Global Investments. Steward Values-Focused Large Cap Enhanced Index Fund strategy is not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by 
SPDJI, Dow Jones, S&P, or any of their respective affiliates (collectively, “S&P Dow Jones Indices”). S&P Dow Jones Indices makes no representation 
or warranty, express or implied, to the owners of the CGI Strategies or any member of the public regarding the advisability of investing in securities 
generally or in CGI Strategies particularly or the ability of the S&P Indices to track general market performance. S&P Dow Jones Indices only relationship 
to Crossmark Global Investments with respect to the S&P Indices is the licensing of the Index and certain trademarks, service marks and/or trade names 
of S&P Dow Jones Indices and/or its licensors. The S&P Indices are determined, composed and calculated by S&P Dow Jones Indices without regard to 
Crossmark Global Investments or the CGI Strategies. S&P Dow Jones Indices has no obligation to take the needs of Crossmark Global Investments or 
the owners of CGI Strategies into consideration in determining, composing or calculating the S&P Indices. S&P Dow Jones Indices is not responsible for 
and has not participated in the determination of the prices, and amount of CGI Strategies or the timing of the issuance or sale of CGI Strategies or in the 
determination or calculation of the equation by which CGI Strategies are to be converted into cash, surrendered or redeemed, as the case may be. S&P 
Dow Jones Indices has no obligation or liability in connection with the administration, marketing or trading of CGI Strategies. There is no assurance that 
investment products based on the S&P Indices will accurately track index performance or provide positive investment returns. S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC 
is not an investment advisor. Inclusion of a security within an index is not a recommendation by S&P Dow Jones Indices to buy, sell, or hold such security, 
nor is it considered to be investment advice.
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